
As a Singapore resident, I am lucky enough to live
near the sea and most days I take a stroll down a
promenade which looks out onto the busy container
terminals at Pasir Panjang.

It is an impressive scene: dozens of vessels unloading
and loading their boxes in one section of the dock; in
another corner I can see the operations at the car carrier
terminal next door.

Recently I saw a scene on the promenade which the
shipping industry will soon have to learn to live with.

It is a scene I believe could transform the way shipping
accidents are covered by the media.

A group of enthusiasts had launched a set of drones
which they were guiding around offshore way up in the
air; it was an ordinary scene and the drones did not look
out of place alongside the kites which people also fly
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along the promenade.
The drones were not specifically filming the vessels and

the enthusiasts seemed innocent enough.
But it reminded me just how easy it is to launch a

drone and capture gripping, instant and first hand
images of a vessel in distress; even potentially one that
may be sinking or spilling oil into the water.

A quick piece of research on YouTube showed the use
of drones in the filming of shipping is on the rise.

Starting from the captivating drone video of the Costa
Concordia made by a team at www.blacksheep.com,
there has been a steady increase in drone produced film
of vessels in distress.

As news reporting becomes more digitally driven and
the image becomes more important than the written
word, this trend is set to continue.

Already the world’s major news organisations, driven
by the need for the best imagery to tell the story, are
embracing drones.

Earlier this year a coalition of 10 news organisations,
including The New York Times, The Washington Post and
NBC, formed a partnership with Virginia Tech to test
drones for news gathering.

The partnership is designed to conduct controlled
safety testing of a series of real-life scenarios where the
news media could use small unmanned aircraft
technology to gather the news.

There is a growing feeling among leading news
organisations that drones can provide the media
industry with a safe, efficient, timely and affordable way
to gather and disseminate information and keep
journalists out of harm’s way.

Drones have long been coveted by news organisations
for their potential to transform news gathering in
dangerous situations, such as shipping or natural
disasters, and to offer the organisations a vantage point
that would normally be inaccessible without expensive
helicopters or planes.

A vessel in distress at sea, especially one close to the
shore will almost certainly be a target for news teams
equipped with drones.

The power of the image and the immediacy with
which it can be transmitted will combine to make the use
of drones much more common in the reporting of
shipping casualties in future.

Starting with the captivating
drone video of the Costa
Concordia made by a team at
www.blacksheep.com, there has
been a steady increase in drone
produced film of vessels in
distress at sea.



The modern proliferation of social/new media platforms
such as Twitter (and others, although let us focus on
Twitter as the pivotal English language platform) has
major implications for almost every aspect of our lives. 

This is a stark reality that the maritime industries, and
businesses operating in them, need to recognise and
address – so far most have failed to do so. 

We have seen many cases involving crises and
casualties at sea where information and images about
damage to a ship, loss of human life or pollution, is
viewed and discussed on Twitter before owners,
managers, and other directly involved groups know
anything has happened.

Not so long ago, the majority of maritime incidents,
besides really huge catastrophes such as cruise ship
sinkings, never made it to the public’s attention. The
dominant trend now, with the advent of Twitter and
ubiquitous smartphones is for anything and everything
to appear and be publicly investigated. Pictures speak
louder than words, and moving pictures shout even
louder. A Tweeted video link from YouTube or Vimeo or
a Vine of a ship listing and on fire can be re-Tweeted
and go viral in minutes, and in many cases the instant
reactions will determine global perception. 

The instant result of this can be the international
public reacting with emotional and violent opinions
usually with little if any understanding of the bigger
picture or the facts that surround the situation.  

Initial reactions and opinions in the
public sphere influence the way
governments, authorities and significant
individuals react. Governments in many areas, for
example those answerable to a national public that
elects them, may be moved to respond even if they do
not have all the information or, worse, the wrong
information. Politicians are generally not experts in the
technicalities of a ship casualty and are at risk of making
inappropriate responses and sometimes making things
worse. Those in authority are influenced by what they
see and hear on Twitter, just like anyone. 

Owners and managers have to be aware of what is
being said on Twitter about them and their ships. If they
are not, they run the risk of giving information that is,
because of the speed at which news appears and
spreads, either obsolete or contradictory to what is
already in the public domain. 

The omnipresence of Twitter and other social media
activity is neither a positive nor a negative, it is simply a
fact which underscores the need for owners and
managers to designate ‘listeners’ to monitor Twitter and
other social media networks and be the nexus for
proactive engagement or response works in the wake
of an incident. 

For employees, owners and managers should also
give thought to clearly worded social media policies,
which instruct on responsible posting and referencing
in terms of worklife. It is one thing to have to deal with
Tweets and postings that are potentially harmful to
brand and reputation from outside, and another thing
completely when an employee is responsible for the
tweet, whether by design or – in the majority of cases –
through sheer thoughtlessness. 

Twitter and crisis – 
are you prepared? 

Toby Ingram
Senior Consultant
Navigate Response
Singapore



Automatic identification systems (AIS) and the
online platforms which connect them to
businesses and the general public are not simply
the tools of ship enthusiasts – they have now
taken on a wide range of commercial
applications.

The AIS systems consist of a transponder
aboard a ship with a GPS and VHF transmitter. The
VHF transmits GPS information to coastal or
space-based (satellite) receiving stations; it is
then interpreted by software, enabling it to be
visually displayed.

All ships over 299GT carry an AIS transponder
and service providers have their own networks of
receiving stations – in the case of
MarineTraffic.com, a website providing AIS services,
1,800 coastal stations in 140 countries around the world.

MarineTraffic undertook a survey involving some of its
five million monthly visitors to see how AIS is being
applied in commercial contexts.

A general cross-sector theme was the importance of
accessibility to the service, using computers but also
tablets and phones. Workers expect to be able to access
AIS information wherever they are and must be sure of
its accuracy and timeliness. Increasingly, they are basing

decisions with direct cost implications on the
information presented.

A tallyman working in Greece uses MarineTraffic
extensively to check vessel ETAs in Piraeus, ensuring the
right number of people are ready to receive a vessel
when it arrives in port. The tallyman also finds the
background information and pictures available useful
for identification purposes in busy ports.

Similarly, a UK freight forwarder uses the website and
app up to ten times a day to search for vessel ETAs,
however this is with a business development purpose. If
the forwarder discovers he has no bookings on a
particular vessel, he will contact the agent to pitch for
business. In this way, AIS is vital for lead generation.

One manager at a UK freight handling facility uses a
phone app to track vessels all the way across the Baltic
from their load ports to the relevant berth, aiding
planning and scheduling.

Within the perishable goods business, South Africa-
based logistics managers at a global fruit marketer
reported using MarineTraffic to check whether vessels
are likely to meet their schedules, as they have little faith
in the information provided by shipping lines
themselves.

It is crucial for logistics managers to know if ships are
on schedule – if not, transhipment connections are
missed and time-sensitive perishables thrown away at
the cost of thousands of dollars. Cumulative missed

Logistics providers can see the big
picture (thanks to an app) as AIS
comes of age By Argyris Stasinakis, Partner, MarineTraffic, United Kingdom

Density chart by www.marinetraffic.com showing cargo
ship activity in green and tanker activity in red in the
Channel and Rotterdam area, July-December 2013



transhipments can add up to a very unsavoury loss.
All of these applications are possible as AIS services

available to businesses and the public have evolved
considerably over the past few years.

Some now include advanced features, such as a
combination of terrestrial and satellite tracking options,
meaning ships can be tracked in real time, mid-ocean
when out of range of coastal AIS stations. The ability to
overlay weather conditions and wind speeds on maps,
indicating the current, and even forecast, conditions a
particular vessel might encounter enables increasingly
accurate scheduling and a good basis of information
from which to make logistics and business decisions.

As service providers refine their products further, it is
likely that specialised packages and features will be put
on offer to cater for the needs of professionals in
different sectors.

For the logistics and supply chain sector, accurate
route forecasts and the ability to monitor weather
conditions on these routes should enable a more
accurate ETA capability than has ever been possible
before. This will allow operators to mitigate the knock-
on effects of late vessels and strengthen the integrity of
their supply chains.

AIS has come of age and the canny logistics provider is
just beginning to realise its powerful commercial
application.

This article first appeared on http://theloadstar.co.uk/ 

AIS, incidents, 
and the public
By Dustin Eno
Crisis Response Manager, Navigate Response 
United Kingdom

Journalists and the public have increasingly easy
access to live data from AIS tracking, and this
access gives people a sort of front row seat to
anything happening on the seas. 

When incidents occur, screen captures from
vessel tracking apps such as MarineTraffic are
increasingly the first images shared on social
media. These images show the locations of
rescue boats, tugs, and the vessel or vessels in
distress. What’s more, the images can show the
vessel’s track which is usually particularly
relevant in collision cases.

Unfortunately, such images only present one
small part of the story and often lead self-
appointed “experts” to draw erroneous
conclusions. In one recent case a journalist
reported that a vessel had experienced a
steering failure. His/her proof? The vessels AIS
track showed her drifting aimlessly in open
ocean. What actually happened? The vessel cut
her engines off shore to wait for a berth to
become available.

In another case, a tanker involved in a collision
was blamed for causing the accident, because
those unfamiliar with maritime traffic patterns
believed the vessel tracks showed that the
tanker had manoeuvred incorrectly and caused
the collision. In reality, fault for the collision was
primarily with the other vessel.

AIS data should make the public better
informed about shipping, but unfortunately it
often just leads them to be surer of their
incorrect opinions. AIS tracking is just one of
many pieces of technology that are making it
increasingly difficult to hide shipping incidents –
or indeed the appearance of an incident even
when nothing has gone wrong. 



Much has been made of the advent and wide adoption
of social media. Many people argue that this one
innovation has made people better informed then at any
other time in history and that it’s increased the quality of
debate on important issues. Generally speaking, I think
these statements contain at least as much hyperbole as
truth, but one thing is certain, social media has had a
dramatic impact on the speed and spread of “news”. How
much of an impact? Let’s compare the spread of news
today to its spread in the past. 

The Titanic sank on
April 15th, 1912 and it
remains the most
famous shipwreck of all
times. So, on April 16th,
1912 what do you think
the front page of every
newspaper showed?
Actually most of them
didn’t. 

Partners in the
Europeana Newspapers
Project
(www.europeana-

newspapers.eu/how-historic-newspapers-covered-the-t
itanic-disaster/) recently compiled European coverage
of the disaster, and found that in most papers news of
the incident did not break until April 17th – that’s two
days after the sinking and in some countries the delay
was even longer. There was certainly some coverage on
the 16th, including in the French newspaper Le Petiti
Parisen which, on April 16th, ran the headline “World’s
biggest ocean liner hits an iceberg,” however the report
went on to state that “Happily it was possible to save all
2,358 people on board.” Clearly accuracy was having
some issues.

Ok, to be fair, maybe I’m reaching back too far. At the
time, Morse code was the fastest method of
communication and satellites were still the purview of

science fiction, so let’s fast-forward. 
On 20 July 1969 the world watched as man stepped

on to the moon. The television audience was estimated
at between 500 and 600 million people. Adding in
newspaper coverage and radio broadcasts, news of the
landing had spread to over a billion people within the
first 24 hours. These are big numbers even by today’s
standards – the entire twitter user base is less than 290
million. 

But the size of the audience shouldn’t be surprising;
this event remains one of the most heavily promoted
and highest profile events in all of history. It became an
instant cultural icon and people who were not born
until decades later can reference and quote from the
event. Yes, it had a huge audience, but it sure better
have had! 

Now let’s bring ourselves up to the present day. Just a
couple months ago, Navigate Response responded to a
shipping incident that, while tragic, lacked any
particularly outstanding characteristics. The incident
will not be remembered by most people, and I’m
guessing that almost no one reading this has any idea
what event I am talking about. Despite the limited
significance of the incident (though I hate to say such
about the loss of life), within two days 1 billion people
had heard about the event. 

Most people quickly forgot about the incident, but
the point is, in a very short space of time, over a billion
people heard about a comparatively low profile and
uninteresting story. Imagine if the moon landing
happened today… Imagine the speed and spread of the
news if the Titanic sank today – a two day delay would
be unthinkable.

Speed and reach have changed. Communications
technology today means that even the smallest stories
can reach massive audiences, and within any large
audience there is almost always someone who will seek
to exploit the situation for their gain and your
detriment.

Social 
media, 
instantly 
around the world 

By Dustin Eno
Navigate Response 

Crisis Response Manager
United Kingdom 



By Katerina Skourtanioti
and Nikolaos Ventikos
Navigate Response
Greece

Passenger shipping… public
communication… social
media… reputation; all terms
which we’ve been hearing more and more in the last few
years. New challenges and novel issues have arisen which
shipping companies, especially passenger companies,
need to be prepared to respond to and manage.
Examples? There have been numerous recent and
sometimes unfortunately fatal incidents including the
Costa Concordia, the Sewol ferry, the Carnival Splendor, the
Carnival Triumph, the Carnival Legend, the Norman
Atlantic and many more. How did the public
communicate about these incidents? Facebook, YouTube,
LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+, Instagram, RSS Feed, portals,
blogs etc.; just take your pick!

If we add Greece and Greek waters into the balance of
horrors described above we see that we are actually
leaning on only one finger, or even worse on half!
Greek passenger shipping (including cruise
vessels) operates primarily in the Aegean and
the Ionian Sea with their clusters of islands
never far away. Thus, a very efficient 3G or
even 4G+ signal is almost always available
to passengers which makes the spread of
news, pictures and videos almost
instantaneous. How can a company cope
with this? Have the Greek companies truly
realised the situation? Interesting questions;
thinking of the case of the Norman Atlantic is
enough to give some indication as to the
answers and they’re not pretty.

But we can go even further. How much thought

have we given (especially here in Greece) to the security
dimension of such networks? Can we rely on them? Can
(perhaps the right verb is “should”) social media be
integrated in the official emergency preparedness and
response network? Is this really a viable option? In
Greece, these are uncharted waters and we must deal
with such topics decisively and as soon as possible; lives,
valuable property and of course the reputation of a
company may be relying on them.

“Reputation” is a very dynamic and volatile notion. It is
the “soul” of a company; you cannot see it but you know
it is there and a company depends on it. How do you
preserve it? Our answer and advice sound simple, but at
the same time they’re not: you plan and you prepare. If
your rendezvous with the crisis finds you unprepared
then you will lose – likely in a dramatic way!

Katerina Skourtanioti and Nikolaos Ventikos are Navigate Response’s representatives in Athens, Greece. With over 15 years
of experience in the maritime, communications and mass media industries in Greece, they ensure that counsel is
immediately available to our Greek clients and they are prepared to manage any incidents which may occur in their area
of the world. 

Social media and passenger
shipping in Greece



Periscope, Twitter’s live-streaming app, was launched in
March 2015. It turns anyone with a mobile device into an
instant broadcaster. 

The Periscope app, developed by friends Kayvon
Beykpour and Joseph Bernstein, was purchased by
Twitter for USD$100m.

The duo first had the idea in 2013 when trying to
decide whether they should visit Taksim Square in
Istanbul, Turkey after reports of riots. They wanted to be
able to see what was going on in places in real time,
through the eyes of people who were there.

The app gained a million users in the first ten days after
its iPhone launch, and gained many more after its release
on the Android platform in May 2015.

Periscope allows users to live-stream video from their
mobile phones, and can be used in conjunction with
Twitter to tweet links to live-streaming events.

It is not the only live-streaming app, but Periscope
gives users the option to replay the video after the live-
stream has ended.

The app can also turn anyone with a phone into a
frontline broadcaster. Imagine a bystander at the top of a
cliff watching your inshore casualty and broadcasting live
to the world even before the rescue aircraft arrive.

At the moment it’s difficult to find livestreams of
breaking news, especially if you don’t follow the right
people on Twitter. However, that will inevitably change
with further adoption and innovation.

Already, London based Sky News presenter Kay Burley
used Periscope to show viewers behind the scenes of the
Leader Debates in the build-up to the UK General
Election, CNN's Max Foster used the app during his
coverage of the birth of Princess Charlotte and The
Rolling Stones used Periscope to broadcast their 'secret'
show in Los Angeles in May. 

Just now, as I am writing this, someone just walking
down the street in London has 67 live viewers!

In the 18th century Immanuel Kant once argued that

the way the rest of
Europe observed and
discussed the spectacle
of the French Revolution
was as important as the
revolution itself. On
Periscope, those
discussions are being
embedded into the
event being observed. 

In Bangalore, India —
often called the Silicon
Valley of India— police want to encourage citizens
to livestream crimes as they happen.

The goal is to increase engagement and open
lines of communication and the local police are
now livestreaming press conferences on Periscope.
"During our press conferences, we'd like to use
Periscope so that people can see it happening,"
police commissioner MN Reddi told the Economic
Times, an Indian newspaper. "They can send

“Up Periscope!”
By Mark Clark
Navigate Response 
Director of Operations
United Kingdom

Periscope allows users to live-
stream video from their mobile
phones, and can be used in
conjunction with Twitter
allowing users to tweet links to
live-streams events.



 comments and interact with us live."
Reddi, thinks using Periscope will encourage the public

to interact more with the police force, and vice versa. 
Eventually, the Bangalore police plan to have Periscope

crime videos viewed by a central control room, allowing
them to quickly pin down the location of a crime and
notify authorities. 

On the other side of the world, when an explosion
occurred in lower Manhattan a few months ago, the
usual coterie of reporters, photographers, and camera
people rushed to the scene. But regular people were
there too using their smartphones to stream the event,

live and unmediated, to the Internet via Periscope. 
Added to the live images was the regular march of

comments across the screen providing information.
Some of it was factual; “NYC gas explosion, 12 hurt,” one
viewer explained, but other “information” was more
imaginary “That’s not normal smoke there. It’s poison,”
stated another user.

This sort of misinformation is clearly disconcerting and
the rumours and speculation that sow the seeds of
reputational damage can spread easily. Remember this
system can be instantly pointed at your ship…

Out of context or incomplete streams of video can
quickly shape how people perceive your crisis. The
public, your crew, rescue providers, and everyone else
can potentially broadcast their vantage point to the
world, but without wider context viewers may come to
an instant (mis) judgement.

Like drones, already seen above recent casualties,
Periscope can spread videos of incidents around the
world and could mean reputations crashing through the
floor. 

Our advice? Take a look at your social media policy on
board your ships and update it...

It is not the only live-streaming
app, but Periscope gives users the
option to replay the video after the 
live-stream has ended.

Misinformation is clearly disconcerting and the
rumours and speculation that sow the seeds of
reputational damage can spread easily. Remember this
system can be instantly pointed at your ship…



Navigate Response and
leading Spanish crisis
communications firm,

Agencia Spider have teamed up to strengthen
Navigate´s response capabilities in Spain.  

Navigate´s clients will benefit from the services of
Agencia Spider´s consultants with over 20 years’
experience responding to major crises,
including ship incidents.

“This arrangement is a ‘win to win’. Navigate
Response can guarantee coverage in Spain to its
clients with senior consultants who are used to
working in difficult crisis situations and who
know the Spanish media. At the same time,
Spider will learn the latest international trends
thanks to Navigate Response” said Agencia
Spider Owner and Director, Francisco Rosillo.

Agencia Spider provides services in every field
of crisis communications. A team of five senior
specialist consultants have worked for clients
such as Repsol, Cepsa, Saint Gobain, Ministry of
Development, Adif, Barcelona City Government, among
others.  Many of these clients are at risk of being
involved in shipping incidents.

Spanish public opinion keeps a critical eye on any

crisis situation arising from a ship accident. On
November 13th 2002, Prestige, a Liberian flagged ship
carrying 77,000 mt of crude, was caught in very bad
weather conditions and suffered a leak. On November
19th, after trying to push it away from the coast of
Finisterre, it broke in two at 8am and sank to a depth of
3,850 m. The tanker, which was at that time about 250
km from the Spanish coast, caused the worst shipping
incident in the history of Spain.

Thirteen years later, the effects of the Prestige are still
noticeable and the media still covers any shipping
incident with excessive interest. On April 25th this year,

the Russian-flagged fishing boat Oleg Naydenov sank to
a depth of 2,400 mt about 24 km south of Punta de
Maspalomas (Canary Islands). Oleg Naydenov had
stored in its tanks only 1,409 mt of fuel, but the incident
still attracted significant TV and newspaper coverage.

“The Prestige accident was
analysed in detail and many
journalists now have a good
knowledge of current legislation
and maritime activity” said, Agencia
Spider´s Senior Crisis
Communications Consultant, Juan
Marcos Vallejo.

“The problem with maritime
incidents is that they require
government decisions, thereby
increasing pressure from the media
and television exposure. The
maritime crises are pure spectacle!”
Senior Crisis Communications
Executive, Isabel Bueno said.

Spain and the shadow of the ‘Prestige’

The team at Agencia Spider 

The Prestige, the worst shipping incident in Spanish history, 2002

Francisco Rosillo
Owner and Director
Agencia Spider
Spanish Network Partner



“Loose Lips Sink Ships” read the World War II posters
urging people not to talk about anything connected to
ship movements. 

The war is over, and increasingly thumbs are a more
important method of communication than lips, but
careless comments can still cause problems in the
shipping industry. 

The limited privacy of social media platforms has
received significant attention in recent years and the
social networking and social media platforms have
responded. Many of them have realised that there is a
limit to how far they can grow because not everyone
wants to share everything with everyone. So, what’s
the solution? Convince people that the platform is
private and they’re not sharing with the world, they’re

just sharing with close friends. 
So are they really private? 
In most cases boring stuff probably is, because no

one will bother sharing and no one will want to look,
but as soon as you have something exciting (say a
picture of a ship on fire) the situation changes. Now
everyone wants to look and the problems with the
claims of privacy start to appear.

I’m not talking about hackers or anything fancy here
(although such deserves consideration), I am talking
about something much simpler – sharing. Social media
is built on the premise of sharing and it doesn’t take
long for something to escape the confines of a close
knit group of friends. Even on platforms that have

“strong” privacy settings a simple copy and paste is
often all that is required to reach a global audience.

We saw this happen in a recent incident. A crew
member snapped a picture of a dramatic scene on his
vessel. He shared this image privately with his family
and friends on the social network Path which bills itself
as private and even goes so far as to limit the number
of connections you can have 150 as a way of keeping
the platform intimate. However, despite all this
“privacy,” someone copied the image and it was
tweeted to the world almost instantly. 

Was there malice anywhere in this chain of events?
Nope. There was just a failure to realise that private
doesn’t mean private any more – if it ever did… 

So what’s the solution? The age old question, how do
we stop the “loose lips”? 

It is naïve to think that we can stop employees from
posting on social media even by turning off vessel
broadband, but we can influence what they post (and
don’t post) by breaking the illusion of privacy. 

In a crisis a smartphone will become a megaphone
instead of the private whispering device that it is when
only fed with boring content.

Remember, Limber Thumbs Sink Reputations.

Nothing’s quite as private as you think

By Dustin Eno
Navigate Response , Crisis Response Manager 
United Kingdom

It is naïve to think that we can
stop employees from posting on
social media even by turning off
vessel broadband, but we can
influence what they post (and
don’t post) by breaking the
illusion of privacy. 



The shipping industry
represents a significant
portion of the Brazilian
economy. After all, we are a
country with a coastline of

over 7,000 km, bounded by the Atlantic Ocean to the
east, and we have the largest port in Latin America,
located in the city of Santos. But how should we work
with the Brazilian media in a crisis situation, especially in
a country increasingly dominated by social media?

With 15 years of experience in corporate
communications in Brazil, the Race Comunicação team
has witnessed many changes in Brazilian society. It is
undeniable that the popularization of the internet, social
networks and mobile devices have been some of the
most significant developments – bringing great
challenges and opportunities for our work.

In a crisis, the idea that we should focus our efforts
only on journalists is outdated and insufficient. Through
the internet any company stakeholder becomes a
communicator, whether he is a member of a syndicate,
an outsourced employee, a politician or a blogger. And
there is no question about the reach of the digital world
in Brazil; according to the latest data half of Brazilians
(85.6 million people) have access to the internet and as a
nation we spend more time online on social networks
than any others.

Therefore, viral Youtube videos, posts from influential
bloggers and complaints shared on Facebook can have
as much impact as negative coverage in a major media
outlet. So, if you intend to manage crises for the
maritime sector in Brazil, it is essential that you

understand this local reality: we are a developing
country with a great potential for growth. We have a
complex and digital society and we are increasingly
demanding transparency and ethics.

So, this is why you should take advantage of these
new channels for dialogue with stakeholders. Obviously,
press conferences, press releases and media training are
still vital, but it is necessary to go further: answering
doubts and questions from internet users on your
Facebook page, inviting bloggers to a lunch or sharing
videos and photos to explain what is being done to
overcome the problems caused by an incident.

It is important to reinforce that crises are exceptional
situations that require large resources and efforts often
leaving companies on the defensive. During these
turbulent periods, many organisations forget about the
importance of having continuous, positive and
proactive communication with stakeholders.

The fact is that companies which invest in corporate
communications and have a good reputation can more
easily weather periods of crisis. Not only because they
have more credit in public opinion, but also because
they have established direct contact channels with their
key stakeholders, through social networks, newsletters,
e-mails, events, etc., and they are ready to activate this
structure when needed.

Finally, the challenge is not only solving a crisis, but
also preventing one from happening. When we bring
this reality to Brazil, our advice to companies in the
maritime sector is to be aware of the traditional media,
the many diverse stakeholders you’ll face, and the
dissemination of information through increasingly
popular social networks. Despite the inherent
challenges, the new communications landscape also
brings many opportunities to communicate with and
engage with target public.

The challenge of dealing with multiple
stakeholders in Brazil

By Alan Mariasch, 
Race Comunicação
Brazilian Network Partner

In a crisis, the idea that we should focus our efforts
only on journalists is outdated and insufficient.



In other news..
@NavigateResp
Our newsletter only comes out quarterly, but we’re
always active on social media. Follow our new dedicated
twitter account for the latest stories, analysis,
observations and tips about maritime incidents and crisis
communications.

We regularly write about the latest media, reputation
and communications challenges facing the maritime
sector. The major maritime trade publications cover
many aspects of shipping incidents, but we feel that
sometimes the reputational and brand implications are
missed. We aim to provide this important perspective on
issues facing our sector. 

Caught up in legal proceedings? What are the
reputational implications even if the ruling goes in your
favour? 

Have a vessel involved in an oil spill? How will the
memory of this incident impact your business years after
the spill is cleaned up? 

Got broadband on your vessels? How might this
potential for instant communication impact the public
and media perception of your company?

We aim to address these and many other questions and
we’re always keen to discuss the reputational challenges
faced by the global maritime sector. We hope you’ll
follow us on twitter @NavigateResp.  

Navigate Response Ltd
The Baltic Exchange, 38 St Mary Axe
London EC3A 8BH, United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)20 7283 9915 | F: +44 (0)20 7369 1684
E: enquiries@navigateresponse.com

Follow us on Twitter @NavigateResp

www.navigateresponse.com

About us
Navigate Response is a global crisis communications network
for the international shipping industry.

Our experienced team of professional communicators are on
hand 24/7 each and every day of the year to provide
emergency media handling, reputation management and
training services to companies in the maritime sector. Engaging
Navigate Response allows your team to focus on dealing with
the operational side of an incident without being distracted by
the pressures of the media. This can also involve acting as
family liaison contact and assisting your logistics team to
achieve best practice during incidents under the media
spotlight.

Headquartered at London’s Baltic Exchange and in Singapore at
the very heart of the global shipping industry, the Navigate
Response global network, comprising more than 30 partners
world-wide, is ready to respond to a maritime incident or
corporate emergency anytime and anywhere.

Shipping’s proud traditions and its
criminal fringe - a response to the
@NYTimes report on crimes in #shipping.
http://owl.li/Qh7Ye

A 14,000 dwt bulker runs aground...
@DustinEno explains why what you 
say matters:
http://www.navigateresponse.com/news/
its-all-just-talk-the-power-of-
connection.html #maritime

An investigation can damage #reputations
just as much as charges and convictions.
Japan's car carrier investigations:
http://splash247.com/japans-big-three-
lines-facing-more-car-carrier-investigation
s/
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